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“A Thoreau Drawn Diagram of Ktaadn:” if it exists, where is it?

December 2019
William (Bill) W. Geller – researcher and writer
108 Orchard Street
Farmington, Maine 04938 or 207-778-6672 or geller@maine.edu
https://sites.google.com/a/maine.edu/mountain-explorations/home

“A Thoreau Drawn Diagram of Ktaadn:” if it exists, where is it?

“With a diagram [Henry David] Thoreau had made in the middle of the last
century, when he paid Katahdin what was to become a famous visit,” three Colby College
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professors set out on Friday June 28, 1912 to hike the mountain. “[They] borrowed the
Thoreau diagram from the Colby College Miller Library.” The only account of the trip is
Professor Webster Chester’s (biology), whose two colleagues were Professors Carter
(mathematics) and Little (geology). He published his single account in the January 10,
1970 edition of the Lewiston Journal Magazine of the Lewiston Evening Journal. Only
Chester was alive at the time.1
Could Thoreau have drawn a Mount Katahdin “diagram” that was detailed
enough for the three professors to rely upon to climb mount Katahdin? Thoreau did
surveying, climbed and circumnavigated the mountain, critiqued Maine maps, and knew
nearly all the other early Katahdin climbers, who were his Boston area colleagues. Yes,
he could have.
Chester’s account of his party’s route over Katahdin suggested what information
the diagram provided and described the route the group took. The party reached the
summit via Thoreau’s Abol slide route, which was on the diagram. For reasons
unexplained, soon after they left the summit on a easterly running trail, their desired exit
route to Stacyville, and the one on the diagram, they turned back to look for another route
east.
The cloud ceiling dropped and concealed their surroundings. They found another
route east, but the steepness and the rain made for slippery footing, so they did not take it.
Instead, they knowingly proceeded north along a blazed line, not on the diagram, and
descended to reach the top of a log sluice (not on the diagram) that they followed into a
valley. They unknowingly reached the east running Wassataquoik Stream valley,
1 Courtesy of the Sun Media Group; a copy of the full article follows at the end of this
text. The magazine section was a bimonthly publication; the following issue contained no
corrections to this article.
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unlabeled on the diagram and, perhaps, not even on it. They followed the stream east
stumbling upon a logging camp and got directions. The professors carried a compass and
knew in what directions they hiked.
Chester wrote that they needed to find a map to show them how to get to
Katahdin. Did that include a route from Millinocket, which they reached by train, to the
trail up the mountain and the trails on the mountain? A Thoreau drawn diagram would
have only included the waterway routes to and from Katahdin as no communities or
logging roads or rail lines between either the Fowler farm (Millinocket area) or the Hunt
farm (Stacyville area) and the Katahdin massif area existed at the time. The professors
could have obtained directions to Thoreau’s Abol route in Millinocket; the only road at
the time was the loggers’ well-used Nesowadnehunk Tote Road.
Without realizing it the Chester party found the existing 1912 trails on the
Katahdin summit area. The Abol route approached the summit from the south. A route
went across the Knife Edge to Pamola at the east end of the Knife Edge and down to the
Basin Ponds area to a trail that went east to Stacyville and the railroad. The Keep Trail,
which went from the summit directly east to Pamola and on to the Hunt farm area and of
which Thoreau knew, was no longer in use. Their second attempt at descending east was
from the active “Saddle” route. The blazes to the north marked the route into
Wassataquoik valley and east to Stacyville.
Thoreau could have drawn a diagram that had the features of the diagram the
Chester party had. From his 1846 climb he knew details of the West Branch, landslides,
Abol Stream, the peaks of the Katahdin massif, and could plot his route in relation to the
stream (Abol). On his 1857 return trip down the East Branch of the Penobscot River he
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had planned to climb the Keep route from the Hunt farm area.2 Thoreau knew Elizabeth
Oakes Smith, who, with Nancy Mossman, climbed the route in 1849. He also knew
Edward E. Hale and William F. Channing, whose 1845 route went from the Hunt farm
area west up Wassataquiok valley on the north side of the Katahdin massif where it
turned south going up across Russell Mountain on the north shoulder of the massif.
That Thoreau did not know the Saddle route or the route from the east end of the
summit’s Knife Edge down to Basin Ponds are not reasons to exclude him as a possible
drawer of the diagram. Chester’s account provided few clues as to the detail of the
diagram in depicting the Katahdin peaks area. The diagram apparently did not include the
route north. Chester’s words imply that one trail went east from the top of the mountain,
but without a sense of the diagram’s scale, the reader can only guess which one it was,
the one across the Knife Edge to Pamola and north down to Basin Ponds or the Keep
route across the Knife Edge to Pamola and southeasterly down a slide or the route down
the Saddle.
Is it possible such a possible diagram exists? Even with the assistance received
from the staff of a number of libraries, and museums, and interested persons, I have not
yet recovered a Thoreau-drawn diagram of “Ktaadn.”
The Colby College Miller Library staff, responding through Patricia Burdick,
found nothing in its collections that matched the "Thoreau diagram" as described by
Chester. The staff thought the diagram might have appeared in an addition of The Maine
Woods published before the 1912 trip, but did not find such a graphic in the editions they
hold. The library has no unpublished materials by Thoreau.

2 Marcus Keep worked on that route in the years 1846 through 1849.
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At the Concord Library Leslie Wilson and Conni Manoli and were not aware of
such a diagram. The only related resource in the library's collection is a Thoreau survey. 3
It is a map of public lands in Maine on which Thoreau made a few notes.
David Wood, Curator at the Concord Museum in Concord, Massachusetts wrote
that the museum had no information pertaining to a “Thoreau diagram.”
Jeff Cramer, Curator of Collections, of the Walden Woods Project, was not aware
of any Katahdin diagram that Thoreau drew. He knew of the published maps Thoreau
used on his three trips through the Katahdin region and the one with Thoreau’s penciled
notes. He did a search and based it on the assumption that Chester may not have known
exactly what he was looking at, and may have been looking at a diagram or sketch of a
map of Thoreau’s Ktaadn, but not one drawn by Thoreau. He went through every article
and book the Project has that was published in or before 1912. One book, published in
1909, has a map (published in various books later on), but it is of a large area of the
Maine woods.
I went to the Maine State Library and went through every past and current book
they have related to Thoreau to see if I could find a “diagram,” but I did not.
The Hathi Trust website has the following editions of pre-1912 The Maine Woods
available, 1864, 1866, 1877, 1884, 1892, 1906, and 1909). No place in The Maine
Woods did Thoreau mention drawing a diagram. However, a 1909 abridged and edited
version by Clifton Johnson has a map (first map below) of that area of Maine Thoreau
traveled through on his three northern Maine journeys; its title is, “Map of Thoreau’s
Maine Woods.”4 This map does not match Chester’s description of the map he borrowed.
3 <https://concordlibrary.org/special-collections/thoreau-surveys/165>.
4 Henry D. Thoreau, The Maine Woods, abridged and edited by Clifton Johnson,
appearing in The Riverside Literature Series as Katahdin and Chesuncook. New York:
5

“The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau,” a website and ongoing effort to make
available unabridged Thoreau writing, housed for years at Princeton University and now
at the University of California Santa Barbara, engaged Joseph Moldenhauer as editor for
its volume, The Maine Woods, 1972.5 The text includes an exhaustive compendium and
analysis of Thoreau’s documents related to his writing of the book. Moldenhauer made
no mention of nor does he use words that would imply Thoreau ever made a map during
or after any of his three Maine journeys when working on the book’s text. Moldenhauer
knew his research was not exhaustive and listed what he knew to be documents Thoreau
wrote, but are apparently lost. He included a copy of Coffin’s map of 1835. Thoreau
could have drawn such a diagram in another context.
The organization, “The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau,” is responsible putting
together 650 pieces of Thoreau’s correspondence in three volumes.6 A review of the
currently available first two volumes revealed no map pictures or words that hint to one’s
existence. Thoreau did not make his Katahdin journeys for purposes of mapmaking, so
its absence in his writing presented in these two volumes is not surprising. However, that
does not preclude him from making a drawing from memory upon an inquiry of someone
at a later date.
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1909.
5 Henry D. Thoreau, The Maine Woods, Joseph Moldenhauer, editor. New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 1972. Subsequent editions of this book (1983, 2004) did not
include any update on the textural matter included in the 1972 edition.
6 Henry D. Thoreau, Correspondence of Henry D. Thoreau, Vol.1, 1834-1848, edited by
Robert N. Hudspeth. New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2013.
Henry D. Thoreau, Correspondence of Henry D. Thoreau, Vol.2, 1849-1856, edited by
Robert N. Hudspeth with Elizabeth Hall Witherall and Lihony Xie. New Jersey:
Princeton University Press, 2018. Volume 3: 1857-1862 is not yet available. The full text
of each of these books is online at “The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau,” website.
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The Library of Congress website notes the John Hessler work of searching out
maps of Thoreau in thousands of previous uncatalogued Thoreau notes.7 Hessler made no
mention of a Thoreau diagram of Katahdin.
The New York Public Library Berg Collection contains Thoreau's "Ktaadn and
the Maine Woods" manuscript that he submitted to The Union Magazine of Literature
and Art, so I searched their digitized Thoreau documents, and found Thoreau's
annotations, but no maps or diagrams. I communicated with Emma Davidson of the Berg
Collection and she double-checked the Berg's online and card catalogs and found nothing
related to Katahdin beyond the reference mentioned above.
The Morgan Library and Museum online catalogue provides detailed notes of its
Thoreau holdings. In a search of the documents with one word at a time using, Ktaadn,
Katahdin, drawing, diagram, sketch and map, two maps are cited, but the description of
each indicated that neither was of Katahdin.
The John Hay Library (Brown University) digital site has a category titled
“Thoreau maps,” but did not list the particular maps. Heather Cole responded to my
inquiry and wrote that a Ktaadn map was not present.
At the Appalachian Mountain Club Archives Becky Fullerton wrote that they
have no Thoreau diagram of Katahdin.
The Thoreau Society’s archived collection, word searchable, which includes The
Thoreau Society Bulletin, (1941- present) and The Concord Saunterer (1966 – present)
have neither diagram nor any reference to such a diagram.

7 John Hessler, “From Ortelius to Champlain: The Lost Maps of Henry David Thoreau,”
The Concord Saunterer, New Series, Vol. 18 (2010), pp. 1-26.
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The now defunct Thoreau Fellowship, a group dedicated to Thoreau’s presence in
Maine, gave the Raymond Fogler Library of the University of Maine Special Collections
all its materials. The Fellowship’s Thoreau Journal Quarterly (1969-1981) has no
Thoreau diagram nor do any of its other holdings. Desiree Butterfield-Nagy, special
collections librarian, provided a detailed catalogue of the papers, which contained no map
as did none of the books of the Fellowship’s collection.
The Thoreau Country Project, “Mapping Thoreau Country,” website has the maps
Thoreau drew and with which he otherwise worked. The Thoreau diagram does not
appear on this site.
With all the research that focused on Thoreau’s three trips to Maine in celebration
of the 150th anniversary of his death in 2012, one would assume that if a Thoreau diagram
had been previously published that someone might have discovered it and included it in a
publication at that time, but I did not find one.
Other searches using an institution’s search engine and digital archives also
unveiled no Thoreau drawing: Abernethy Library, Middlebury College, American
Antiquarian Society, Beinecke Library, Yale University; Boston Athenaeum, Boston
Public Library, Ella Strong Denison Library, Scripps College; Henry Ransom Center,
University of Texas; Houghton Library, Harvard University; Joel Meyerson Collection,
University of South Carolina; Osher Map Library, University of Southern Maine Library.

If it was not Thoreau’s “diagram,” then whose “diagram” did the Chester party borrow?
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Chester, relying on his memory 58 years after the trip, recalled Thoreau. Given
the scholarly interests of these men, one can imagine their knowledge of Thoreau’s
connection to Maine and the Katahdin region. When he visited the library he was perhaps
thinking of Thoreau, and borrowed something that served as a map that he associated
with Thoreau.
When Thoreau started his 1846 trip he was not carrying a map, but that changed
when he reached Mattawamkeag and saw Greenleaf’s map of Maine hanging on a wall.
He traced that portion of the map around the West Branch and Katahdin.8 On the basis
of what he observed on his trip, he mentioned errors. However, he also saw and maybe
traced “The Map of the Public Lands of Maine and Massachusetts”9 and deemed its
cartographer had marked things more accurately and included more labels.
When he made the Chesuncook trip in 1853 he carried the public lands map and
Colton’s Railroad and Township Map of Maine, which he noted was basically a copy of
the public lands map. Even though he made notes on the map and that map with the notes
survived (at Concord Library), this trip was west of Katahdin and notes would not have
been helpful to a hiker approaching Katahdin from the east or south.
In 1857 when he made his Allagash trip he again carried the public lands map and
the Colton map. On his return down the East Branch of the Penobscot River he planned
to climb Katahdin from the east side, but the sore feet of his companion caused him to
abandon that idea. His text was clear; he did not know the trail’s precise starting point on
the East Branch. Loggers using the Hunt Farm informed him.
8 Greenleaf produced a number of Maine maps between 1816 and 1834 when he
died.
9 The leading title printed on this map was: “A Plan of the Public Lands in the State
of Maine, 1835.” The land commissioners of both the state of Massachusetts and the
state of Maine commissioned it.
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The Greenleaf10 and Colton11 maps mentioned by Thoreau in The Maine Woods
did not have the trails that were on the Chester party map. Additionally, these maps used
a scale so small that it precluded the use of labels that would be helpful on such a
journey.
Maps to guide primarily sportsmen, hunters, fishermen, and canoe travelers, and
to a much lesser degree hikers, began to appear in 1874 with John Way’s guide book and
map.12 Lucius L. Hubbard continued such publications from 1879 through 1906.13
Charles A.J. Farrar produced guidebooks and maps during this same era.14 None of the
maps of these three men included the trails on Chester’s map, but they included the
Wassataquiok valley on the north side of Katahdin.
The Maine Sportsman’s Magazine (1893-1908), a monthly, focused on northern
Maine hunting and fishing, but had stories about excursions in the Katahdin area.
However, no issue contained a “Thoreau drawing” like Chester described.
10 Moses Greenleaf, Maine’s greatest mapmaker produced his first map of Maine in
1816, which he reprinted in 1820. He continued to produce improved maps of
Maine. They appeared in published format in at least 1829, 1835, and 1844.
11 Colton’s Railroad and Township Map of the State of Maine with Portions of New
Hampshire, New Brunswick, Canada. Published by J.H. Colton, New York, 1852.
Colton published another variation on this map in 1855.
12
John M. Way, Jr. Guide to Moosehead Lake and Northern Maine. Boston:
Bradford and Antony, 1874
13
Hubbard, Lucius L. Map of Moosehead Lake and Northern Maine, 1879, 1883,
1891, 1894; Map of Northern Maine Specially for Sports and Lumbermen, 1879,
1883, 1897, 1899, 1900, 1906.
Hubbard, Lucius L. Summer Vacations at Moosehead Lake and Vicinity. Boston: A.
Williams, 1879, 1880, 1882.
Hubbard, Lucius L. Hubbard’s Guide to Moosehead Lake and Northern Maine.
Cambridge, MA: Author, 1889 and 1893.
14
Farrar, Captain Charles A. J. Down The West Branch. Boston: Lee & Shepard,
1886.
Farrar, Captain Charles A. J. Farrar’s Guide to Moosehead Lake and North Maine
Wilderness. Boston: Lee & Shepard, 1890.
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R.M. Nason copyrighted the Sportsman’s and Lumberman’s Map of Maine,
1906;15 it has the trails of the Chester map, the road from Millinocket to the Abol Trail,
and the land to the north of Katahdin, the Wassataquoik valley. Chester’s party probably
did not have this map because it included the land north of Katahdin.
Appalachia, a periodical published twice yearly by the Appalachian Mountain
Club beginning in 1876, included one Katahdin map (1881) (second map below) before
1913. The map accompanied Charles E. Hamlin’s 1881 article, “Routes to Ktaadn.”
Hamlin wrote his article with the intent of providing information on how to reach the
mountain and climb it; thus, it reads like a detailed guidebook. He made his trips to
Katahdin in 1877, 1879, and 1880, but he did not draw the accompanying map. The
details and measurements in his article would have been helpful to any mapmaker. J.W.
and J. Sewall of Old Town, founders of the current James W. Sewall Company of Old
Town, produced it in 1881.
This Sewall map has the two routes up the mountain that were on the Chester
party map; the Abol route and the route to the east to the railroad. The map depicts land
north of Katahdin, but contains no trails or roads. Absent from the map is the railroad
line to Millinocket, Millinocket village, and the Nesowadnehunk Tote Road to the Abol
route, none of which existed in 1881.
Parker B. Field, AMC president in 1907, did a hand drawn map of Katahdin that
first appeared in the 1917 revised edition of A Guide to Paths in the White Mountains
and Adjacent Regions.16 Information about Katahdin did not appear in earlier editions.
15 R.M. Nason, Sportsman’s and Lumberman’s Map of Maine, 1906, as drawn by R.E.
Mullaney, issued by the Eastern Improvement Company
16 Field laid out the original Club Path from the Pinkham Notch Road to the Raymond
Path near Hermit Lake, Tuckerman’s Ravine in 1900.
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AMC’s August Camp for 1916 was at Katahdin, and Field was there, so he was probably
collected his information at that time.17 The only trails the map included were: the Abol
route, the Knife Edge Route to the east, the Saddle route east and the trail over the north
peaks down to the Wassataquiok valley to Stacyville. This map fits Chester’s description
of the “diagram he used” with two exceptions, it extended beyond the north peaks and it
was not available until after 1912.
AMC members were going to Katahdin before 1912, but the AMC archives
contain no clues as to what maps(s) they might have used.
The New Northeast, a short-lived monthly, illustrated magazine published in
Bangor, Maine, printed a map of Katahdin that accompanied the article by Augustus C.
Hamlin in its July 1894 edition. The article, “Routes to Katahdin,” had the label “paper
no. 1” and described only one route. The magazine never published any subsequent
“Hamlin paper.” Hamlin’s hand drawn map had the route to the north; it was not on the
“Thoreau diagram” of Chester’s party. Subsequent “papers” were not listed as present in
the Hamlin papers contained in Special Collections University of Maine Raymond Fogler
Library.
A Bangor and Aroostook Railroad yearly publication began in 1894. The title of
the editions varied from year to year until 1901 when the company began its yearly use of
the title, In the Maine Woods. The book was a promotional guide to outdoor recreation,
fishing, hunting, hiking and canoeing in northern Maine. No Katahdin map appeared in
the publication prior to 1913. A printed copy of the 1917 Parker map that cut off that

17 The records of AMC excursions prior to 1916 as printed in the issues of Appalachia
do not contain a listing of Field visiting Katahdin before 1916.
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portion of the map north of the North Peaks appeared in the 1923 issue of In the Maine
Woods.
A JSTOR search of Arts and Sciences (I-V, XII) using “Katahdin” and “Ktaadn,”
as suggested by Sarah Otley, Mantor Library staff member at the University of Maine at
Farmington, suggested a different search focus, a map within an article related to a
scientific excursion to the mountain before 1912. The search led to two hand drawn
Katahdin maps. The map in the Emile Williams article had no trails and was a poor
match for what the Chester party used.18
The second map (third map below) was one Charles E. Hamlin had James W.
Sewall of Old Town, Maine create for his presentation and published paper,
“Observations upon the Physical Geography and Geology of Mount Ktaadn and the
Adjacent District.”19 This map has the Abol Trail, but not the trail east from the summit
area. This map is not the same as the Sewall map Hamlin used to accompany his 1881
Appalachia article, “Routes to Ktaadn.”20
A third 1881 Katahdin area map, also made by the Sewalls, may have been the
one the Sewalls used to create the two maps Hamlin used.21

18 Emile F. Williams, “A comparison of the Flora of Mt. Washington and Mt.
Katahdin,” Rhodora, Vol.3, No.3 (June, 1901), pp.160-165.
19 C.E. Hamlin, “Observations upon the Physical Geography and Geology of Mount
Ktaadn and the Adjacent District.” Bulletin of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at
Harvard College, Geological series, Vol.1, No.V Cambridge, MA, June,1881, pp.189223 with a map and heliotype taken from a model of Mt. Katahdin.
20 I reviewed the listed documents on the Hathi Trust website.
21 Plan of Township No. 3, R.10, W.E.L.S., with Adjacent Mountains, October 1881. by
James W. and Joseph Sewall, Old Town, Maine, October, 1881. Now located at
Raymond Fogler Library Special Collections in Sewall Plan Book 1, page 29.
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An Annotated Bibliography of Katahdin compiled by Edward S.C. Smith and
Myron H. Avery in 1936 was another resource I consulted. It included the three maps,
with the Sewalls as cartographers, already mentioned.
The bibliography also cited a Katahdin map opposite page 15 in Allen C.
Chamberlain’s Vacation Days in New England Highlands (nd). I could not locate this
book, but Sarah Otley of Mantor Library found a similar titled book, Vacation Tramps in
New England Highlands with a Katahdin map (fourth map below) opposite page 154 and
printed in 1919. Since this is a guidebook, an earlier version might exist.
Using the search engines serving all Maine libraries (URSUS, MaineCat,
Colby/Bates/Bowdoin system) and using the publication date delimiter of 1846 to 1913, I
found other accounts of scientific journeys to Katahdin. A number of these, as appearing
in Rhodora, The Plant World, and various bulletins (botanical and geological), had a
hand drawing of the mountain and some used Hamlin’s map and heliotype that
accompanied his 1881 scientific paper. None of them included trails as on the Chester
party map.
If asked by Professor Chester, a Colby College librarian in 1912 might well have
directed him to the work of Charles E. Hamlin. Hamlin graduated in 1847 from what
became Colby College, taught at Colby from 1853-1873, became a trustee in 1880, was
much beloved at the college, engaged in long studies of the Katahdin region, and died in
1911. Hamlin’s work on Katahdin would have been of particular interest to Geology
Professor Little; a member of Chester’s party. His scientific article, not dedicated to
hiking the mountain, did mention the old Keep Trail and his party used “The Saddle”
route daily to go back and forth to the summit area from Basin Ponds.
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My best guess at this time is that Professor Chester borrowed the “Route to
Ktaadn” map the Sewalls produced for Charles Hamlin’s 1881 Appalachia article. It has
the trails that Chester noted were on his map, the map uses the Thoreau spelling of
Ktaadn. Stacyville is not on the map, but the trail runs east to its unmarked location, and
it has no trails in Wassataquoik valley.
If one assumes that the item Professor Chester checked out of the Colby Miller
Library was a diagram drawn by Thoreau, then someone once found and printed it, and
now a search has yet to rediscover it. That it was once found and now lost seems dubious;
did Thoreau really draw such a diagram? John Hessler was surprised when he found
Thoreau’s copy of Champlain’s map with which Thoreau worked. Might someone
experience another Thoreau surprise, a Thoreau drawn diagram of Katahdin?
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The map appeared in Johnson’s edited and abridged 1909 edition of The Maine Woods in
The Riverside Literature Series. The cartographer and date are unknown.
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This map (1881) accompanied Hamlin’s Appalachia article “Routes to Ktaadn.”
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This map (1881) accompanied Hamlin’s 1881 scientific paper on his work on top
Katahdin.
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This map appeared opposite page 154 in Allen C. Chamberlain’s book Vacation Tramps
in New England Highlands, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston & New York, 1919.
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